
Bromberries   

- - - - 
We feel alright, we are ready for this show. 

That’s right. Let’s make the tunes cling + here we go. 
 

Bromberries, Bromberry fields for ever. 
Bromberries, Bromberry fields for ever + ever. 

 

What we need is love - Love  Love  Love - Make love ! 
Do me some better, gimme of the fruits. 

Feel like coming together, Bromberry fields for ever. 

- - - - 
Bromberries, Bromberry fields for ever. 

When I imagine the things we did, or fools we had been, how base she or he 

was, one might not believe it. Anyway. 
 

Why should we say never ? Be impassioned, that’s much better. No reason to 
get an all in all never. Bromberry fields for ever ! 

 

And then of and on, to and fro, ups and downs, 

from sort of hell to higher grounds. Altogether to get-togethers 
+ we’ll come somewhere. [Yes, I think so.] 

 

What we could go for is love - Love Love Love. 

Do me some better, gimme of the fruits. 

I feel like coming together, Bromberry fields for ever. 

- - - - 
As I know as a matter of fact, love light + feathery, or music in action, some 

good ol’ new honey by a friend, hey. 

All this + much, much more can bring around change ’n big fruits for sure.  
 

Why should we say never ? Bromberry fields for ever. Come on, forget about 
never. Be impassioned, that’s so much better ! 

Why should we say never, no. Bromberry fields for ever, yeah.  

No … reason … to … get … an … all … in … all … never - no !  

Solo  

Why should we say never ? Be impassioned, that’s much better. No reason to 

get an all in all never. Bromberry fields for ever ! Love Love Love - make love. 
Feel like coming together. Well, just be clever, keep in mind all these 

Bromberry fields for ever ! Bromberry fields for ever, yeah. Bromberry fields 

for ever.  

- - - - 
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